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Fyval - Midnight
Tom: D

 (forma dos acordes no tom de Eb )
                            Afinação: Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb
[Intro] Ab  Eb  Bb
        Ab  Eb  Bb

Ab
My heart was grieving but I kept believing
Eb
The dream that I wished would come true
Ab
We've both made mistakes but it's never too late
Eb                          Bb
The dream that I'm wishing is you
Ab
It's so hard to say it, I'm not the type to just
Eb
Put all my trust in someone
Ab
But you're my exception and in your reflection
Eb                   Bb
I see what I needed all along

          Ab
Sometimes I don't know what is worse
          Bb
Living a lie or getting hurt
          Ab
I guess they're the same so I'll speak first
          Bb
I'll tell you the truth

    Cm        Ab
I'm breaking the rules
    Eb        Bb
We're here in the moonlight
    Cm        Ab
I'm dancing with you
    Eb        Bb        (Eb Bb )
Until way after midnight

Ab
My heart was grieving but I kept believing
Eb
The dream that I wished would come true
Ab
I was running in circles, little did I know
Eb                           Bb
The dream that I wished would be you

          Ab

Shouldn't be here but I don't care
          Bb
No-one can stop us going there
          Ab
We'll let them talk we'll let them stare
          Bb
My eyes are on you

    Cm          Ab
I'm breaking the rules
    Eb          Bb
We're here in the moonlight
    Cm          Ab
I'm dancing with you
    Eb          Bb
Until way after midnight
    Cm          Ab
I'm breaking the rules
    Eb          Bb
We're here in the moonlight
    Cm          Ab
I'm dancing with you
    Eb          Bb
Until way after midnight

Ab
If a dream is a wish your heart makes
Bb
When you're fast asleep
Ab
Then just leave me here dreaming
Bb
God I'm in so deep
Cm
I'm here in the spotlight, you're touching me
Eb
I'm mixing up the dream with reality
Cm
I'll keep believing
Eb                                 Ab
the dream that I wish will come true
                   Ab
And my dream is you

    Cm          Ab
I'm breaking the rules
    Eb          Bb
We're here in the moonlight
    Cm          Ab
I'm dancing with you
    Eb          Bb     ( Ab )
Until way after midnight
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